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By Melissa Pellicci

BookBaby, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Written by
Melissa Pellicci of Jupiter, Florida and lavishly illustrated by Alexandra Zgondea of Codlea,
Romania, Best Friends Forest is a whimsical tale that reflects a world where it is possible to live in
playfulness with nature, to be best friends with those dramatically different from us, and to
experience daily the eternal and joyful embrace of Mama Earth and her Guardian Angels.
Ms.Pellicci and Ms. Zgondea met while on a personal development retreat in Peru. They discovered
their mutual desire to improve the world through children s storytelling, and Best Friends Forest is
the result of a two-year, long-distance collaboration. Author Melissa Pellicci says that in her decades
of work as a life coach and yoga teacher, she has discovered that most of us learn to stop trusting
and believing in the positive nature of the world as children, and this brings us much anxiety, illness,
and personal difficulty as adults. If we could just keep our sense of wonder with nature and believe
that the Universe is smiling on us no matter what, we would go a long way to make the world a
safer kinder place,...
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This is basically the best ebook we have study right up until now. it absolutely was writtern very properly and useful. You may like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Cecil Zem la k DV M-- Cecil Zem la k DV M

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Indeed, it really is play, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You will not truly feel monotony at at any
time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Julia  Mohr  II--  Julia  Mohr  II
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